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Abstract—A good solution to a Travelling Salesman Problem
can be obtained in many different ways. Local search and Divide
and Conquer are among the most popular approaches. This
report gives an overview of some of the best algorithms from
each of the categories.
A brand new algorithm is looked at next. This algorithm
learns the structure of the problem through local search methods
and then improves the local search method by recombining subtours using a the divide and conquer strategy. Although still in
development, the new algorithm looks very promising.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Optimisation problems
Any problem, where given a particular problem instance,
one has to select the best solution from all possible solutions
is called an optimisation problem. Such problems are often
encountered in engineering projects.
For example, sorting a list of integers is a well known
and relatively easy combinatorial problem, there are many
algorithms able to solve in a feasible amount of time.
On the other hand, there are hard combinatorial problems,
where the best known algorithms are not good enough. Here
are some of the most well-known hard problems [1]:
1) Boolean satisfiability problem (SAT)
2) Travelling salesman problem
3) Graph colouring problem
More formally, problems are often classified as belonging to
P or NP classes of problems. NP-complete [1] is a subclass of
NP. Any other problem in NP can be reduced to any problem in
NP-complete [2]. All problems listed above are NP-complete.
B. Travelling Salesman Problem
Travelling Salesman Problem (TSP) a combinatorial optimisation problem.
Given a set of cities C and distances between any two of
them, return the shorted possible valid tour T .
Where |C| ≥ 3, distances between cities are usually
provided as a matrix |C| × |C|. A tour T is valid iff it visits
all cities exactly once [3] and returns to its starting point.
TSP can be specified over euclidean space [4], for example
a real layout of cities in a region. Or the space can be arbitrary.
Some algorithms work only over limited set of spaces, others
don’t rely on this information.
The size of TSP solution space grows very quickly with the
problem size. If we have n cities, then the number of possible
valid tours will be n!. If one uses brute force to solve the TSP,
the algorithm will be O(n!).

C. Uses of TSP
Apart from the obvious use of TSP as finding the shortest
route between points in space, there also is [3]:
1) Gene mapping problem. Ordering of genes in chromosomes seems to be similar ordering of cities in a TSP [5]
2) Cryptanalysis and breaking of cryptographic systems [6].
Lenstra suggested a few ways of mapping problems similar
to TSP in structure to TSP instances [7]
If a problem is similar to TSP in structure, means that it is
also likely to be in the NP-complete class. By recognising this
early one can save a lot of effort. By transforming a problem
into a TSP instance, or any of the well-known NP-complete
instances one can choose the best approximation algorithm for
his needs.
II. TSP A LGORITHM OVERVIEW
A. TSP representations
Algorithms described in sections II-B, II-D rely on small
improvements to the current solution – mutation [8]. A variety
of mutation operators exist for TSP, they are described along
with the appropriate algorithm classes.
A particular algorithm relies on a particular mutation operator, but the operator only works with a particular representation. While there are only a few representations, there many
more operators and algorithms. This section gives an overview
of some of the most well-known TSP representations.
1) Why Does Representation Matter?: The main goal of a
mutation operator is given the current solution and the problem
landscape, make a small change to the solution and see how
it affects the solution. Most algorithms rely on the assumption
that the new solution lies next to the old one in the solution
space.
This section gives an overview of four most popular representations, the new algorithm described in Section III uses the
Adjacency representation.
a) Path representation: One of the most natural ways to
represent a TSP tour is a list of cities the appropriate order.
This is known as path representation [9]. Let’s have a closer
look at such a tour.
Given C = {1, 2, 3, 4} 1 ,
let’s take a tour [ 1, 4, 3, 2 ].
It is implied that 2 is connected to 1 to make a valid tour:
... → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → ...
1C

is a set of cities here and below
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Making a small change (mutation) in this representation is
not trivial. For example, let’s change the second city we visit
to 3. Then the tour becomes [ 1, 3, 3, 2 ].
Since the tour is invalid, it needs to be repaired [10]. In this
case, replacing the third city by a 4 (the city we have omitted).
New tour: [ 1, 3, 4, 2 ]
For the path representation the repair step is trivial, but the
repaired tour can be quite different from the original tour. Such
a mutation operator is disruptive and less effective.
The path representation is not the only one suffering from
the disruptive effects on the repair mechanisms.
2) Existing Representations: The path representation, described in Section II-A1 is the most intuitive and therefore will
be used to describe all other representations in this section.
a) Ordinal representation: First introduced by Grefenstette [11].
It is based on a list of relative offsets n, such that
1 < n < |C| − i + 1
where i is the order number of the element.
To reconstruct a path from ordinal representation one has to
take the n-th element from the head of the ordered unvisited
cities’ list for each element of the array n. Table I has the
details for ordinal representation.
Example:
Tour:

Transformation:

Path:
Mutation:
Evaluation:

[ 1, 3, 2, 1 ]
U nv = [1, 2, 3, 4]
i = 1, T our[i] = 1, U nv[T our[i]] == 1,
i = 2, T our[i] = 3, U nv[T our[i]] == 4,
i = 3, T our[i] = 2, U nv[T our[i]] == 3,
i = 4, T our[i] = 1, U nv[T our[i]] == 2,
... → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → ...
Change the value of an randomly selected positions
in the array to another valid value
No repair is needed after the mutation. Transforming
to a path representation to assess the length of the
new tour increases the running time without bringing
significant decrease in the disruption rate [3]
TABLE I
O RDINAL REPRESENTATION EXAMPLE

b) Random Ranks representation: First suggested by
Sywerda [12].
Array of random values n ≤ N , where N  |C| and C is
the set of cities. The order of the number in the tour identifies
the city. Details are given in Table II.
Example:
Tour:
Path:
Mutation:
Evaluation:

N = 100
[ 45, 15, 5, 6 ]
... → 4 → 3 → 1 → 2 → ...
Swap ranks between any two locations
Slow and little loss of disruption compared to path
representation [13].
TABLE II
R ANDOM R ANKS REPRESENTATION EXAMPLE

c) Adjacency representation: Adjacency representation
was first introduced by Grefenstette [11].
A tour consists of edges between pairs of cities. One
can implement the adjacency representation as an array of
pairs [14] or use the array indexes as the first item in the
pair [3].
Table III shows an example of the array index used as the
first element in the pair.
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Example:
Tour:
Transformation:
Path:
Mutation:
Evaluation:

array index as first item
[ 3, 4, 2, 1 ]
1 → 3, T our[1] == 3,
3 → 2, T our[3] == 2,
2 → 2, T our[2] == 4,
4 → 2, T our[4] == 1
... → 1 → 3 → 2 → 4 → ...
Change a random index of the array to point to
another city. Needs repair
Although adjacency representation treats edges separately, in this implementation the Independence
of the order of cities of an edge is replaced for
efficiency of access.

TABLE III
A DJACENCY REPRESENTATION EXAMPLE , INDEX AS FIRST PAIR ITEM

Table IV shows an example an array of pairs
The main difference between two implementations is the
strict position and hence direction in Table III and independent
pairs in Table IV allow for undirected TSP Tour representation
with flexible positions for pairs.
Example:
Tour:
Transformation:
Path:
Mutation:
Evaluation:

array of pairs
[ [1, 4], [2, 3], [1, 2], [4, 3] ]
1 → 4, Tour = [[2, 3], [1, 2], [4, 3]],
4 → 3, Tour = [[2, 3], [1, 2]],
3 → 2, Tour = [[1, 2]],
1 → 2, Tour = [ ],
... → 1 → 4 → 3 → 2 → ...
Replace a set of edge X with set of edges Y , where
|X| = |Y |, |Y | ≥ 2
Although there is no simple mutation operator and
repair may be needed (depending on Y ), the order
of the items in the array or in the pair matters no
more.

TABLE IV
A DJACENCY REPRESENTATION EXAMPLE , ARRAY OF PAIRS

d) Summary: The representations presented in this section are just a few most successful. There are others include:
binary used by Holland [15], several attempts at matrix representation [16] [17] and [18], fixup permutations [13].
All of the research mentioned in this section attempts to
simplify mutation through choosing a convenient representation. Operator comparison done by Chatterjee [13] and
Larrañaga [3] suggest that it is much more efficient to use
a simple representation, like the adjacent or path, and invent
clever mutation operators and algorithms utilising them.
Sections II-B, II-B3 and II-D expand on the idea of simple
representations by introducing the most efficient algorithms
and operators.
B. Local Search Algorithms
TSP is a difficult problem. Its brute force complexity is
O(n!) to problem size n (see Section I-B). When brute force
is not an acceptable, it is often considered to approximate the
optimal solution. Local search algorithms are well suited for
such approximation.
A Local search algorithm iteratively improves a given
solution considering some local conditions. Often they would
analyse the effect of small changes to the current solution
discussed in Section II-A1.
Local search algorithms for TSP can be split into fours main
categories [19]:
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1) Creation heuristic: algorithms create a tour choosing the
best edges according to some heuristic. They stop after the tour
is complete.
There are several ways to analyse the heuristics:
•

•

Johnson looks at the worst case performance [19]. Two
classes of heuristics can be identified:
1) Fit for all TSP instances. Since the heuristics are
more general, the complexities are
– O(n2 ) for Nearest neighbour [20], Nearest Insertion [21], Farthest Insertion [21] and Double
MST [22]
– O(n2 log(n)) for Greedy [23]
– O(n3 ) for Christofides [24].
Nearest neighbour is one of the most accurate, and
it’s expected tour length is only θ(log(n)) times
optimal tour.
2) Limited to TSP instances defined in a particular
space, for example euclidean. Since the heuristics
rely on assumptions on the space the TSP is defined
in, they perform better than the general ones:
– O(nlog(n)) for Strip and Spacefilling Curve [25]
and
– O(n) for Karp’s Partitioning algorithm [26] and
Litke’s Recursive Clustering algorithm [27].
Accuracy of Strip and Spacelifting Curve is the best
and it is at most 1.3 times optimal length.
Frieze considers the worst accuracy of the heuristics [28]
for these heuristics: greedy, cheapest insertion [29], interchange algorithms (e.g. 2-opt), repeated asymmetric
heuristic [30] and Christofides heuristics.
Repeated asymmetric heuristic, which is an extension of
the Christofides heuristic appear to have the least worst
case accuracy:
Rn ≤ log2 (n), where Rn =

|T ourDevised|
|OptimalT our|

Johnson [19] has shown that heuristic TSP algorithms are
fast, especially if they are allowed to make spacial assumptions. On the other hand, Frieze [28] has noted the accuracy
of such algorithms is not as good.
In summary, heuristic TSP algorithms provide a quick way
to crudely estimate the solution.
2) Local optimisation: algorithms utilise the notion of
neighbours and try to improve the current tour by picking
the best neighbours to connect together.
The main difference between such algorithms is the amount
of steps they look ahead.
So for example 2-opt [31] and 3-opt [32] and k-opt [33]
look two, three and k steps ahead respectively. 2-opt and 3-opt
are sometimes considered special cases of k-opt, which was
introduced by Lin and Kernighan in their algorithm described
in Section II-B3.
Considering as many steps ahead as possible is not always
the best policy as it considerably increases the search space
and hence the algorithm complexity.
Local optimisation is usually implemented as a hill climber.
The algorithm starts with a randomly generated solution and
iteratively improve it [34].
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3) Lin-Kernighan: Lin-Kernighan algorithm, defined by
Lin and Kernighan [35], is a hillclimber using k-opt mutation operator. Lin and Kernighan chose not to use a clever
representation to avoid the disruptive repair step. Instead LinKernighan uses adjacency representation (see Section II-A2)
and a k-opt [33] mutation operator.
a) k-opt: K-opt is a complex mutation operator. It combines the mutation, the heuristic of selecting the next step and
the repair mechanism. Let’s consider 2-opt - a special case of
k-opt.
Algorithm 1 shows a general outline of 2-opt.
N eighbours(x) is a set of cities close to x, but not
connected to it. The choice of t1 , t2 andt3 is arbitrary, it can
be exhaustive or random. Whereas there can only be one t4 ,
or T 0 will be invalid.
Algorithm 1 2-opt
Require: C - set of cities
Require: E - set of edges
Require: T - current tour
Require: t1 ∈ C
1: choose t2 ∈ C, st ∃x1 ∈ T ∧ x1 = [t1 , t2 ]
2: choose t3 ∈ N eighbours(t2 ),
st y1 ∈
/ T ∧ y1 = [t2 , t3 ]
3: choose t4 ∈ C,
st x2 ∈ T ∧ x2 = [t3 , t4 ]
∧ y2 ∈
/ T ∧ y2 = [t1 , t4 ]
4: T 0 − {x1 , x2 } + {y1 , y2 }
5: if Length(T 0 ) < Length(T ) then
6:
T = T0
7: end if
k-opt is much more complex than 2-opt. Instead of using
x2 to close the gap, one would use t4 as a new t1 in the next
iteration if this one was beneficial. Figure 1 shows an example
of k-opt one step after 2-opt.

Fig. 1.

k-opt example [35]

b) Lin-Kernighan implementations: According to the
study done by Helsgaun [36], the original Lin-Kernighan
would solve:
• 50 city TSP with almost 100% certainty,
• 100 cities – with 20%-30% certainty.
The accuracy can be improved by restarting the algorithm
with a randomly solution several times.
Helsgaun also suggests a number of improvements [36],
which improve the performance and accuracy of the original
algorithm.
Lin-Kernighan is considered one of the best local search
algorithms for TSP.
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4) Simulated annealing: Simulated annealing(SA) is an
extension of local search algorithms. Simulated annealing
also uses a heuristic to improve the current tour. It uses a
temperature factor T , which decreases with each next iteration.
Before choosing a city the SA algorithm takes a random
number i, if i < T , it makes a random choice, otherwise it
uses a heuristic [37].
Simulated annealing loses some of the performance of local
search algorithms in favour of increase in accuracy [19].
C. Genetic algorithms
Genetic algorithms [38] use the theory of natural selection [39] to evolve solutions to specific problems.
Classic genetic algorithms, like the one described by
Braun [40] contain a set of solutions (population) and evolve
it utilising mutation and crossover.
The idea of a mutation operator has been described along
with the representations in Section II-A1.
Crossover takes two good solutions and uses them to make
a third one. Since the solutions are continuously improved by
natural selection it allows the population to find an optimal
solution faster.
When applying genetic algorithms to TSP one can use several strategies and representations. A review by Larrañaga [3]
included 19 crossover and 9 mutation operators for a selection
of representations.
Jong has shown that Genetic algorithms outperform Simulated annealing with Neural Networks on several NP-complete
problems [41].
Merz describes a selection of algorithms for TSP, which
use local search methods to obtain local optima and the uses
genetic algorithms to obtain a global optima [34]. The main
gain for such algorithms is the combination of the speed
from local search methods and the diversity of solution space
exploration from genetic algorithms.
1) Edge Recombination: Edge Recombination [14] is one
of the crossover operators used by the Genetic algorithms.
Tang has produced some promising results for Edge Recombination [42]: it achieves little disruption from the original
tours and is efficient to compute.
Algorithm 2 Edge Recombination
Require: T1 , T2 - initial tours
Require: U C = C - set of unvisited cities
1: EM = M akeAnEdgeM ap(T1 , T2 )
2: T 0 = {}
3: choose city,
4: while |U C| > 0 do
5:
T 0 = T 0 + city
6:
RemoveOccurences(EM, city)
7:
U C = U C − city
8:
city = M inCity(EM, city)
9:
if city = 0 then
10:
random city from U C
11:
end if
12: end while
Algorithm 2 shows the general structure of Edge Recombination. EM is mapping each city to the cities it has been
connected to in T1 and T2 [43].
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M inCity(EM, city) takes selects a city from EM , which
is connected to city and itself has the least connections.
In step 3 one can choose a city randomly or using the criteria
from M inCity(EM, city).
Step 10 is reached if the flow is broken and needs to be
repaired. Whitley [43] recommends the repair to be random.
But the author has discovered, that if one were to use the
M inCity(EM, city) criteria again, it would not break subtours.
As one can see from Algorithm 2, Edge Recombination is
very good at taking a partial tour and a complete one and
making a new tour from the tour.

D. Divide and Conquer
Most Local Search and Genetic algorithms try to solve TSP
problems without inferring anything about the structure of the
problem.
Combinatorial problems are difficult because they have
multiple internal dependencies, a complex structure. Divide
and Conquer algorithms aim to reduce the complexity by
reducing the problem into sub problems and then assembling
them.
Valenzuela suggests an EDAC algorithm, which divides the
TSP space into smaller areas and solves each of them separately [44] as can be seen on Figure 2. The smaller solutions
are combined into larger ones until the global solution is
reached. The algorithm assumes an euclidean space.

Fig. 2.

EDAC example [44]

There are no other Divide and Conquer algorithms for TSP,
however Iclanzan, while working on HIFF [45], has suggested
a Building Block Hillclimbing method [46].
The algorithm splits the problem according to the results of
a hillclimber, described in Section II-B2. Variables that tend
to do well together are kept together as a building bock. Each
next iteration works with a combination of the building blocks.
The size of the blocks grows until the entire solution is a single
block.
Iclanzan divides the problem from the bottom up, whereas
Valenzuela starts from the top and moves downwards. Although the results cannot be compared as Iclanzan works
on HIFF rather than TSP problems, it is clear that Building
Blocks hillclimber does not need to make assumptions about
the problem, whereas the top to bottom approach does.
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E. Previous work on Building Block Hillclimber for TSP
Hayes has performed an initial investigation [47] on applying the ideas of Building Block Hillclimbing(BBH) described
in Section II-D. Although the algorithm is not finished, it has
shown very promising results already.
The algorithm utilises the idea of Building Block Hillclimbing(BBH) to study the structure of the problem. A modification
of the edge recombination, described in Section II-C1, is used
to recombine the blocks.
The improvements to this algorithm by the author are
presented in Section III.
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Algorithm 3 BBH for TSP outline
Require: C - set of cities
Require: P - TSP problem
Require: ntours - number of tours
1: T ours = {}
2: for all i < ntours do
3:
T = RandomT our(P )
4:
T = LocalOptimisation(T, P )
5:
T ours = T ours + T
6: end for
7: while making progress do
8:
M = DeviseDependancyM atrix(T ours)
9:
T ours = DeviseN ewT ours(P, M )
10: end while

F. Summary
In this section the Travelling Salesman Problem has been
introduced along with some of its less traditional uses. TSP
representation have been discussed. Many of them were trying
to avoid creating invalid tours through specialised data structures. Experience has shown this method ineffective.
Algorithmic approaches to solving TSP have been presented
in order of increasing complexity.
Local search algorithms were discussed first as the simplest,
local optimisation algorithms appeared to be most effective.
Lin-Kernighan has been discussed in detail along with 2-opt
and k-opt operators.
Simulated annealing, building on top of local search algorithms, but avoiding local optima through a temperature
measure has been discussed next.
Followed by Genetic algorithms. Genetic algorithms have
led the development of many of the representations and
operators. They have the potential to outperform simulated
annealing.
As a next step, genetic algorithms have taken local search
methods on board and presented incredible results. Edge
Recombination has been discussed in more detail as one of
the crossover operators from the Genetic algorithms.
The next step to improve the algorithms is to employ a
divide and conquer strategy. And finally, a particular attempt
at applying such a strategy to TSP.
The next section is going to describe the work done by the
author to improve on this attempt.
III. I MPROVEMENTS ON THE BBH FOR TSP
The BBH TSP algorithm described in Section II-E has
not been completed, it has potential, but it does not produce
optimal tours reliably even on test problems.
On the other hand, Iclanzan [46] has shown that BBH
method is very effective on optimisation problems. Edge recombination gives us confidence in the validity of the produced
tours, so there is confidence that the BBH approach can work
on a combinatorial problem, like TSP.

A. Algorithm
This section shows the main bits of the new algorithm as
implemented by the author.

a) Structure Overview: Algorithm 3 provides an outline
of the algorithm.
Steps 1 to 6 initialise the algorithm by creating a list of
locally optimal tours.
Step 7 begins the search. The concenpt of making progress
can be as simple as decrease in the length of the shortest tour
or some assertions on the structure of M .
M is a matrix containing the building blocks. M is
Nedges × Nedges . Mi,j is the probability that edges i and j
occur together.
Step 8 analyses the given tours and identifies which edges
go well together. Such relationships are stored in M and are
the building blocks. Algorithm 4 describes this function.
Step 9 builds new tours from the building blocks in M .
Each iteration M is completely replaced to remove possibly
suboptimal relationships from the previous iteration.
b) Retrieving building blocks: Algorithm 4 shows how
the building blocks are recognised.
Algorithm 4 DeviseDependancyM atrix(T ours)
Require: E - set of all possible edges
1: for all i ∈ E do
2:
for all j ∈PE do
T
Cooccurrence(i,j,T )
3:
Mi,j = T ∈T ours |T ours|
4:
end for
5: end for
Equation (1) shows the co-occurrence function, which is the
means to recognise if any two edges should go together.

P enalty




if (i ∈ T ∧ j 6∈ T )
∨(i 6∈ T ∧ j ∈ T ),
Cooccurrence(i, j, T ) =
0
if i 6∈ T ∧ j 6∈ T,



1
if i ∈ T ∧ j ∈ T.
(1)
c) Creating new tours: Algorithm 5 shows how the
building blocks are applied to create new tours.
Step 9 M odEdgeRecombination(Edges, T ) is the modified edge recombination algorithm, which is guaranteed to
include all edges from Edges and use T to fill in the gaps.
Step 8 uses notation |Edges| for number of edges and
step 13 uses Length(T 0 ) for length of tour such edges form.
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Algorithm 5 DeviseN ewT ours(P, M )
Require: M contains the building blocks from old T ours
Require: E - set of all possible edges
Require: P - TSP problem
Require: ntours - number of tours
Require: niterations - number of iterations allowed
1: T ours = {}
2: Edges = {}
3: for t to ntours do
4:
T = RandomT our(P )
5:
T = LocalOptimisation(T, P )
6:
for it to niterations do
7:
Edges = ApplyM (P, M )
8:
if |Edges| < Ncities then
9:
T 0 = M odEdgeRecombination(Edges, T )
10:
else
11:
T 0 = Edges
12:
end if
13:
if Length(T 0 ) < Length(T ) then
14:
T = T0
15:
end if
16:
end for
17:
T ours = T ours + T
18: end for

d) Combining building blocks into a tour: Algorithm 6
describes the creation of an incomplete tour from M .
Step 1 F itnessP roportionate(M ) select an edge from M
proportionate to its fitness. It is assumed that if edge is unseen,
i.e. Me,e = 0 where e ∈ E, it is not considered.
Step 7 Edges.wouldM akeT ourInvalid?(e) is false if e
would invalidate Edges if added.
Step 10 CondP rob(M, Edges, j) is approximation
of the
Q
Me,j
conditional probability P (j|Edges ∧ E) ≈ e∈Edges Me,e
Algorithm 6 ApplyM (P, M )
Require: M contains the building blocks from old T ours
Require: P - TSP problem
1: i = F itnessP roportionate(M )
2: Edges = i
3: unselectedEdges0 = ∀j ∈ E|Mj,j 6= 0 ∧ j 6= i
4: while |unselectedEdgesi | < |unselectedEdgesi−1 | do
5:
i=i+1
6:
for all e ∈ unselectedEdgesi do
7:
if Edges.wouldM akeT ourInvalid?(e) then
8:
unselectedEdges = unselectedEdges − e
9:
else
10:
if rand() < CondP rob(M, Edges, e) then
11:
unselectedEdges = unselectedEdges − e
12:
Edges = Edges + e
13:
end if
14:
end if
15:
end for
16: end while
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not work on all TSP instances. The key to improving this
algorithm is breaking it up and making sure the components
behave well. This investigation has been split into three steps:
1) Values of M that should generate optimal tours
2) Creating optimal tours from such optimal M
3) Creating optimal M from locally optimal tours
Because of time restrictions, only the first two questions
were looked into and are discussed later in this section.
C. Values of M
What values of M should generate an optimal tour?
1) Co-occurrence function: The Cooccurrence(i, j, T )
function defined in equation (1) has a Penalty variable. Hayes
used a constant -1 there. -1 penalty is quite strict and forces
the algorithm to omit most of the information in the T ours.
An examination of M structure as the Penalty gets closer to
0 showed that the amount of information retained is increases
with P enalty → 0 as can be seen from Figure 3. The thicker
the line on the figure the stronger the relationship between the
dotted edge and that edge.

(a) P enalty = −1
Fig. 3.

(b) P enalty = −0.5

(c) P enalty = 0

M for a vertical edge (dotted line)

A range of experiments was conducted with P enalty ∈
[0, −1]. It was shown that the problem lies elsewhere and the
change in P enalty has only a minor effect on accuracy. It
was decided to use P enalty = 0 in further experiments as it
contains the most information.
2) Test Problem: Hayes has describes a Circle TSP problem
well suited to investigate this algorithm. The problem is noneuclidean and consists of two closed circles of cities as shown
on Figure 4. The problem is defined by distance to next city
on a circle and distance between circles.
If the diagonals accurately model the 3D object there is little
neutrality and the problem can be easily solved by most hill
climbers. If one sets all diagonals constant, but longer that
vertical or horizontal distances the problem becomes much
more difficult.
The optimal solutions depend on the parameters, but if one
uses 3 for next city, 4 between circles and 5 for diagonals,
then the optimal solution is as shown on Figure 4.
If one creates the M matrix from a single optimal tour, an
optimal tour is achieved as expected. On the other hand, it
is far more likely to have the M matrix consisting of several
locally optimal tours. To mimic this behaviour a set of optimal
tours is created by rotating an the gap [0, 9].

B. Analytics

D. Creating optimal tours

Hayes looked at the algorithm as a whole and had limited
time, so he could not determine why BBH algorithm did

Given an optimal M , how should the algorithm be changed
to produce an optimal tour?
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Fig. 4.

Circles Problem Optimal Solution, flat projection

1) Starting edge: Step 1 of algorithm 6 chooses the first
edge to form new tours. This edge is guaranteed to be in the
solution. Hayes suggests using a random edge, but there are
n!
C2n = 2!(n−2)!
edges to choose from, where n = |C| - number
of cities. Whereas M has information at most on ntours ∗ |C|
edges.
As C2n  |T ours| ∗ |C|, for the usual case of |T ours| 
|C|, the creation of new tours appears to be ineffective most
of the time, one should choose the first edge by a fitness
proportionate method [48].
2) Conditional Probability: When creating tours from M
in Algorithm 6, step 10
Hayes recommends using the Mi,j as the probability of
adding this edge. Then the entire tour depends only on the
first edge.
What one really would like if for the new edges to depend
on all added edges. Then the most logical move is to use the
conditional probability P (j|Edges ∧ E) approximated by the
CondP rob(M, Edges, j) function.
This has decreased the average tour length by 71% from
1079,77 to 315,874 on a 100 city problem with optimal
distance of 302. Still only 10 out of 500 tours were optimal.
The probability of edges forming the circles is high as
they occur often. On the other hand, edges connecting the
circles are rare and therefore their probability is very low. For
example, CondP rob(M, Edges, j) = 4.36 × 10−13 , where
|C| = 20, |Edges| + 2 = |C| only the vertical edges are
missing, j - one of the missing vertical edges.
The vast majority of tours would have just the intra-circle
edges missing.
E. Future work
1) Creating optimal M .: The part of the investigation is
still to be done. How to create the optimal M from locally
optimal tours.
2) Stopping criteria: Step 7 of algorithm 3 does not define
a formal stopping criteria. When implementing it should be
noted that it is possible to have a local improvement, for example if we follow the d(i) = shortesP athi−1 −shortestP athi ,
where i is the current iteration: d(n) = 0, d(n + 1) >
0, d(n + 2) = 0, d(n + 3) = 0, .... A look-ahead strategy might
be appropriate.
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3) Conditional Probability: Although results show that the
conditional probability is a great improvement, it is still
incomplete. If we look at the incomplete tours produced it
is obvious that the only edges we have information about and
are still legal are the two missing edges. Finding a way for
the algorithm to use include them at the tour creation stage
would improve the algorithm greatly.
4) Co-occurrence function: It is also possible use another
co-occurrence function. Mills suggests using a measure of surprise [49]. Let Occurrence(A) = a and Occurrence(B) = b,
then surprise = 0 if Occurrence(A ∧ B) = a × b. And if
Occurrence(A ∧ B) > a × b, the edges go well together, so
surprise > 0. The opposite is also true.
5) Test Cases: The algorithm is still under development.
It has only been tested with a special tailored problem type
described in Section III-C2. It is unknown how it will perform
on well-established hard TSP problems, for example those
defined in TSPLIB [50].
IV. C ONCLUSION
This report has presented the best approaches to solving a
TSP in order of increasing complexity: local search methods
from greedy heuristics to lin-kernighan and simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, divide and conquer. The research as
of what heuristics under what conditions work well on TSP is
still ongoing.
Improvements to one of the algorithms still in development
were looked at in more detail next. The algorithm is still
incomplete, but its current shortcomings have been thoroughly
analysed and it has been substantially improved.
To summarise, there are many ways to solve a TSP. New
algorithms are still being created. They differ by performance,
accuracy and complexity. One has to choose the right balance
for each application.
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